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AN ACT 

PROVIDING FOR THE ISSUANCE OF A LIST OF LOW-LYING AREAS OF THE PHILIPPINE 

TERRITORY VULNERABLE TO RISING SEA LEVELS AS A RESULT OF CLIMATE 

CHANGE, AND AREAS AT HIGH RISK FOR NATURAL DISASTERS, MANDATING THE 

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, CLIMATE CHANGE COMMISSION AND OTHER 

CONCERNED GOVERNMENT AGENCIES FOR ITS REGULAR UPDATING AND 

APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES 

In other jurisdictions, hazard maps are in place and considered as valuable tools 

by planners, developers, and engineers. Religiously referring to the same has saved lives 

and economic losses because exposure to the potential negative effects of natural 

hazards such as earthquakes, flooding, landslides, liquefaction, etc. has been avoided. 

It was after the onslaught of severe tropical storm "Paeng" in October 2022 that 

revealed the unthought of and careless relocation of the indigenous Teduray community 

to the foot of Mount Minandar in Northern Maguindanao as it was later found to be prone 

to landslides. the relocated Teduray community succumbed to a landslide when they were 

swept by the rushing floods emanating from Mount Minandar. As a result, the catastrophe 

killed twenty-four (24) members of the Teduray tribe and injured more than thirty (30) 

others 

To avoid further loss of lives and property, this proposed measure aims to issue a 

national disaster map of the Philippines that will identify the low-lying areas that are 

vulnerable to rising sea levels as a result of climate change and areas at high risk for 

natural disasters. It shall contain proper identification of lands bordering sea levels, 
exposed to volcanic eruption and lying on earthquake faults, with the criteria for 

evacuation and illustration of recommended evacuation sites and routes. 
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